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form 962
do the next set, No. (ii):

No. (ii)

A  B  C

Did you choose one of the three as “Most liked”, and one of three as “Least liked”? Did you mark the one you liked Best, with an × after the plus ( + ) sign? Did you mark the one that you liked Least, with an × after minus ( — ) sign? Did you make ONLY TWO marks for (ii)—ONE after + and ONE after — ?

If you have not understood, ASK THE TEACHER NOW

This booklet is full of pictures of people doing things. There are three pictures in each set. You are to answer X set just like the samples above. For each set, choose the ONE thing you would like BEST to do, and the ONE you would like LEAST to do. Write ‘x’ in the circles under the letters of the two things on the Answer Sheet.

do if you like all the three:

Even if you like all three, you must still choose. Choose the one that you like most. Then choose the one that you last of the three. Even though you may like it very much, it is the one that you would choose last, out of the things.

do if you do not like any of the three:

Even if you do not like all three, you MUST still choose. Choose the one that you like most. It is the one that you choose first out of the three. Then choose the one that you like least of the three.

leave some lines blank?

No, you must choose from every set of pictures. If you leave out some sets, then the results will not be right and ill have to be cancelled. If you do not completely understand a picture, then just guess as to what it means; or else e from among the pictures that you do understand. But make two choices ( one +, one – ) from EVERY set ctures.

a test?

No, this is NOT a test. There are no “right” answers, and there are no “wrong” answers. Different people are ted in different things. The only “right” answer is the answer which shows what YOU are interested in.